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2. GEST GUTTER SYSTEMS

The gutters are made in a wide range of variations. We 
supply suitable covers, anti-slip property gratings, bar 
gates and plate covers.

The gutters are made in stainless steel 1.4301 (V2A) or 
1.4571 (V4A) in accordance with EU directives. 

Our gutters are built to the individual needs of our cus-
tomers.

Due to special profile connection, our tread surfaces 
are suitable for permanent higher and heavier traffic.

As options, we also offer the possibility of isolation gut-
ters.

Carefully crafted components and the use of high quali-
ty stainless steel save money in daily use.

The surface of the gutters is cleaned after processing 
through chemical etching and then blasted to obtain a 
smooth, clean surface.

 OVERVIEW
 GEST GUTTER SYSTEMS

2.1  Gutter boxes

2.2  Gutter slots

2.3  Cover for gutter systems

2.4  Flange versions
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SELECTION GUIDE
FOR THE DESIGN OF GEST GUTTER SYSTEMS

Applications box gutter type AKR

 Application in areas with medium to large volumes of water

 Drainage of wastewater with a high pollutant content

 Drainage can be discharged directly into the gutter

 Gutter box serves as a buffer against short, high volume of wastewater

 Gutter box fully visible and by removing of the cover the gutter is easy to clean

 Also complicated gutter forms possible

 Suitable for all GEst floor drain systems (➞ see chapter 1)

 Gutter box with longitudinal and side down-grade

 Minimum down-grade 0,6% on the longitudinal side -  
recommended gutter down-grade 1,0%

Applications slot gutter type ASR

 Applies in areas with small to medium volumes of water

 Very small installation dimensions - in high traffic load guarantees high stability 

 In transition areas ideal for abscission and thereby  
prevents water crossing

 No covers - therefore cost savings both in design as  
well as for daily cleaning

 Gutter slots fully visible

 Gutter slots with longitudinal  
and side down-grade 

 Minimum down-grade 0,4% on the  
longitudinal side - recommended  
gutter down-grade 0,8%

 Suitable for all GEst floor  
drain systems (➞ see chapter 1)

GUTTER SYSTEMS
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2.1 BOX GUTTER
 AKR

Typ A C AT down-grade

AKR 60 60 146 60 0,6% - 1%

AKR 70 70 156 60 0,6% - 1%

AKR 90 90 176 60 0,6% - 1%

AKR 120 120 206 60 0,6% - 1%

Calculation ET: AT + L1 x 0,006 (0,01)  // AT possible in other dimensions     

DESCRIPTION

 Material 1.4301 or 1.4571

 To guarantee the surface quality, all gutters are chemically treated and glass-perl radiated afterwards

 Different Covers  (➞ see 2.3)

 Different flange versions (➞ see 2.4)

 Standard gutter widths (➞ see table at the top) / other widths on request

 Design possible with additional stitch gutters

 Variable length of gutters, which makes the adjustment of the gutters possible to your own requirements

 Reinforcing angle all around

 With position feet for fixing and adjusting the gutters

 Gutter bodies can be supplied up to 6 meters by piece

 Optional in complete isolation design

Typ A C AT down-grade

AKR 220 220 306 60 0,6% - 1%

AKR 300 300 386 60 0,6% - 1%

AKR 400 400 486 60 0,6% - 1%

AKR 500 500 586 60 0,6% - 1%
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Typ D - Dm. Q - Quad. B C A H

AKR -   DN70 276 280 219 75 265 180

AKR - DN100 276 280 219 110 265 180

AKR - DN150 330 310 283 160 365 180

ALLOCATION TEXT

Gutter box, type AKR, edge and grating support reinforced with profiles, by means of plug welds permanent con-
nection, including fitting adjustable feet at a distance of approximately 1000mm, wall anchors at intervals of 500mm, 
cross down-grade and longitudinal down-grade 0,6 to 1,0%, gutter up to 6 meters of welded construction, from 6 
meters with additional flange plates of the connection point, welded / close to the floor drain level (depending on 
the size), surface chemically treated / glass-perl radiated

SELECTION TABLE

Connection (1) DN 70 DN 100 DN 150

Inside width - 60 - 146 90 - 176 220 - 306 400 - 486 gutter length:   L = mm

Outside width (2) 70 - 156 120 - 206 300 - 386 500 - 586 L1 = mm

Cover (3) A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

plate M125 bar gate M125 grating L30 plate L30 plate duet L15

Flange (4) F1 F2 F3

attachment 

flange

bonding 

flange

tile connection 

angle

Isolation (5) yes no

Inlet (6) D (round) Q (quadratic)

Material (7) 1.4301 (V2A) 1.4404 / 1.4571 (V4A)

GUTTER SYSTEMS
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2.2 SLOT GUTTER 
 ASR

Typ A C AT down-grade

ASR 50 50 60 40 0,4% - 0,8%

ASR 60 60 70 40 0,4% - 0,8%

Calculation ET: AT + L1 x 0,004 (0,008)  // AT possible in other dimensions     

DESCRIPTION

 Material 1.4301 or 1.4571

 To guarantee the surface quality, all gutters are chemically treated and flass-perl radiated afterwards

 Different flange versions (➞ see 2.4)

 Standard gutter widths (➞ see table at the top)  / other widths on request

 Design possible with additional stitch gutters

 Variable length of gutters, which makes the adjustment of the gutters possible to your own requirements

 Reinforcing angle all around

 With position feet for fixing and adjusting the gutters

 Gutter bodies can be supplied up to 6 meters by piece

 Optional in complete isolation design

Typ A C AT down-grade

ASR 70 70 80 40 0,4% - 0,8%

ASR 80 80 90 40 0,4% - 0,8%
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Typ D - Dm. Q - Quad. B C A H

ASR -   DN70 276 280 219 75 265 180

ASR - DN100 276 280 219 110 265 180

ASR - DN150 330 310 283 160 365 180

ALLOCATION TEXT

Gutter slot, type ASR, edge reinforced with profiles, by means of plug welds permanent connection, including fitting 
adjustable feet at a distance of approximately 1000mm, wall anchors at intervals of 500mm, cross down-grade and 
longitudinal down-grade 0,4 to 0,8%, gutter up to 6 meters of welded construction, from 6 meters with additional 
flange plates of the connection point, surface chemically treated / glass-perl radiated

SELECTION TABLE

Connection (1) DN 70 DN 100 DN 150

Outside width (2) 50 60 70 80
gutter length:   L = mm

L1 = mm

Flange (3) F1 F2 F3

attachment 

flange

bonding 

flange

tile connection 

angle

Isolation (4) yes no

Inlet (5) D (round) Q (quadratic)

Material (6) 1.4301 (V2A) 1.4404 / 1.4571 (V4A)

GUTTER SYSTEMS
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2.3 COVER 
 for gutter systems

A1 - Plate cover M125

A3 - Grating cover L15

A5 - Plate cover duet L15

A2 - Bar gate cover M125

A4 - Plate cover L30
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2.5 FLANGE VERSIONS 
 for gutter systems

F1 - attachment flange

F2 - bonding flange

F3 - tile connection angle

GUTTER SYSTEMS


